Comparison of Papanicolaou's and Wright-Giemsa stains in the examination of body fluids for Hodgkin's disease.
We reviewed 36 body fluid specimens from 18 patients with Hodgkin's disease (HD) to characterize the cytologic features of HD as seen in Wright-Giemsa (WG)-stained cytocentrifuge preparations, and to compare diagnostic agreement between WG- and Papanicolaou-stained samples. Slides were examined independently by two pathologists without knowledge of the original diagnosis, and were classified as either positive, inconclusive, or negative for malignant cells. There was diagnostic agreement between both methods in 35 (97%) of 36 samples. Features in cytocentrifuged WG-stained specimens that were most helpful in recognizing HD included mirror image nuclei in typical Reed-Sternberg cells and an axis of symmetry in polylobate Reed-Sternberg variants, with even distribution of the nuclear material within the cytoplasm.